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BOGDAN TROFAK CZIELONA GORA, POLAND) 
SOME ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF LINEAR RECURRENCES 
Abstract: In the paper a definition of a form 
associated to a linear recurrence is given without the 
restriction that the roots of its characteristic polynomial 
are different and moreover some properties of this form are 
studied. This is an extension of some results of P.Kiss 
C 1 9 8 3 . 5 
Introduction. 
A linear recurrence G = <G V „ of order k(>l) is 
^ njn = 0 
defined fay rational integers A 4,A 2,...,A and by recursion 
G^ = Aiör,_ 1 + * • • + Ak Gn-k' n ^ k > where the initial values 
°o>Gi>-•'>Gk-i a r e f i x e d rational integers not all zero, 
Akf*«0. To the recurrence G we order a characteristic 
polynomial g^Cx) as follows 
Cl> g G(x)=x k-A 1x k" 1-...-A k_ lx-A k 
If a i fa 2,...,a k are the roots of g.Jx) satisfying the 
condition that a. & a. for i^j then we define a form f >- J g of k variables X 0,X„,...,X k_ 4 by the formula 
k 
C2) f fx . ...,X. 1=CdetD> z ~ k FI detM. , 0 L o' k ~ l j
 i = i t > 
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where 
D = 
1 2 
M = 
X o 1 . 1 
Xk-t«i 
k -1 k — 1 ' k - 1 " k — 1 
.a ~a. * . . . af 1 
v - 1 x. + 4 k 
From C2) it- follows that Tor k>2 the restriction on the 
roots of g GCx) is essential. 
P. Kiss C1983) has studied the form f and from it. he 
has derived some properties of linear recurrences. 
In this paper we define for arbitrary linear recurrence 
G a form F such that if the roots of gCx) are different 
9 
then F — f .Further we show that some results of P.Kiss g g 
remain valid in this general case. Finally we prove a 
connection between the factorisation of gCx) and of F 
2. Definition and properties of F .  
£L 
Let G be a linear recurrence of order k and let 
gCx) = x k - A 1 x k ~ 1 - . . . - A k l x - A k , Ak * 0 , 
be its characteristic polynomial. Define for 1=1,2,...,k 
k 
C3) gLCx> = - I A k m x T O _ 1 with A0=-l k -m 
m = l 
and for the variables XQ,X^,. . . , Xk _± 
k 
C4) « a = 2 e . C a ^ ^ 
l=i 
where a is a root of g<x) . 
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Let a ,a ,...,ctk be roots of gCx) Cobviously a 
root of multiplicity r is taken r times) and X Q , X ± , . . . , _ t 
be variables. The form 
k 
i -1 i 
will be called a form associated to gCx) 
CS) F 9 
Lemma 1. 
If gCx) is a polynomial having distinct, root« then 
F = f . 
Proof: 
Assume that the degree of gCx) is k and er , 1 i k 
are its roots. Consider the following system of equations 
C6) 
y» + y 2 + . . + y k = X o 
+ a 2 y 2 + . . + — x
 1 
+ 
< y 2 
+ . . + = x
2 
Í _ 1 y + i + . . + = X k-x 
with y's as unknowns. 
By the assumption of lemma, C6) is Cramer's system hence 
C7) y = CdetD)_1detM. C - 1 ) L f o r i=l,2,...,k 
where D and M. are as in C2) i 
On the other hand it is easy to verify that for 
a. . = -J 
t
 » J £ 
g;Ca. ) 
Irzrj ' i ^ ^ k we have D~1 = [a. . J 
Therefore from C6) we obtain that 
k 
C8) 
1 K a. 
=
 2 a i . i X i - i = g^TcTT 2 glCa.)Xl_i = p x - T • 
1=1 1 I =1 1 
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Since 
k kCk-O 
n g'[a.j = C—1) 2 .CdetD)2 
then from C2), C7), CS) and C5!> we get 
k 
f g ( X o " •• ' X k - l ] ' C d e t D > 2 " k " [ C - 1 > i _ 1 y i d e t D ) " 
kCk-l) k k 
= CdetD>zC—1) 2 n y . n . - F [xo> ...,x k_ t) . 
1=1 V = 1 I. 
This ends the proof. 
Theorem 1. Ccomp. Thm.1 in Kiss, 1083), 
The form (^o'" * * 'Xk-1J h a s rational integer 
coefficients and the coefficient of x k_i i s one. 
Furthermore 
for all integer n^O, where F Q= Fg (gq,G±, . . . ,Gk_4J . 
Proof: 
By C3) and C4> we can write 
k k -1 
2 g, Ccc. > X. = 2 u ö
 I i l-l m l 
I =1 
where u = u X^, . . . ,X, , are linear forms with 
m m ^  O k-lj 
rational integer coefficients and then 
k 
F 9 ( x o > - - ' x k - J - n 
L = 1 
k -1 
2 u oT 
TO V 
TO — O 
and the coefficients of u . . u. k„ 1 are rational as 
O k - 1 
symmetrical polynomials in . Since a. 's 
are algebraic integers then these coefficients and in 
particulary 
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the coefficients of (^o** * * *^k-1J a r s rational integers. 
v 
Moreover g kCx) - 1 hence the coefficient of l is equal 
to 
k 
n gk ( a ) = 1 . 
i = 1 
For the proof of second part of the theorem put 
g0CxD=gCx3 and remark that 
g (x)+A 
g (x) = -i—i k 1 + 1 for 1=1, 2,..., k . 
x 
Now for a. = a. , l ^ j ^ k and for any n£G we have 
k k 
« 2 G n + 1 - 1 = I k ^ c o + A ^ J G n + l _ t = 
1=1 1=1 
k k 
= fg CcO+A, + 5 g, CcOG , + 5 A, , G , 
k j n I - 1 r> +1 - 1 k - l + 1 n + l - 1 
I =2 1=2 
k - 1 k - 1 k - 1 
= A, G + 5 A. . G
 Jtl + 2 g, CcOG . = ^ A . Q + k n k - L r > + L n + l k-ln-t-L 
1=1 I =1 
k-l 
I = O 
k - l  k 
+ 2
 g lCo5G n + l = G n + k - 2 g l ( « ) G n + l = 2 S l C a > G n + l 
1=1 1=1 L =1 
because G , = G , g, Ca) . 
n + k n + k k 
From the above calculations we obtain 
2 S LCa.)G n + l 
l=i 
= 0 i. 5 g, ( a . )G x. b l t n +1 - 1 
1=1 
X 
— F Íg ,...,G . 1 Í] ex. = g ^ n ' * n + k - i j ** t 
= F fű ,G . ] c - l > k _ i A u 
g ^ n* r> +1 * n + k-1 J k 
and the proof easily follows by the induction. 
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Theorem 2. (see Thm. 2 in Kiss, 1983.) 
If 
= a + a„ a. + • . . . + a. „ a k _ 1 , n^O t , n O, n 1, r> i k — 1, r» i 
where 
k -t -i 
a
. = Q .. , . - 5 A.G . . , OStSk-1 t , ri ri + k-t-1 j n + k-t-j-1 * 
j = 1 
and if 
k 
U a n j*. 
then 
u = U - i ^ - ' A S U . 
n l kJ o 
Proof: 
For 1 S i 5 k we have 
k k k k -rn 
z = I X 5 Í—A , a1 ~ m) = - 2 X « 2 . a1 •» a m- i ^ k-I l J m-1 k -1 -in v 
m=l I =m m =1 I =0 
k - l k - l k-l
 f k-l-1 ^ 
= - 2 K , x «, = I . I K , x « al 
t k-l-roro-l Ok-l-1 k-l -m m-l I x. 
I =0 m = 1 1=0^ rn= 1 
k-l r k-l-1 
2 a 1 X. , - 2 A X . , 
t |k-l-l mk-l-m-lj 
I =0 ^ m= 1 ^ 
putting X^ = Q n + r , r=0,1,...,k—1 we obtain and 
k-l f k-l-1 ^ 
z = 5 a1 G _ , „ - 2 A G _ . = 
a. I n + k ~1 -1 *- j n + k-l - j -1 I , n 
I =0 ^ j =1 J 
and now by definition of F^ and by Theorem 1 we get the proof. 
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3. A connection between gCx) and F . 
g 
Lemma 2. Let 
gCx) = xk - A xk ~ 1 - ... - A, x - A, , i k -1 k * 
u(x) = x° - B x'3"1 - B x — B , 
1 a -1 a ' 
v(x) = xr - G xr ~1 - ... - G X — C 
1 r - 1 r 
and let 
gCx) = u(x) v(x). 
Fg [Xo'' * * *Xk~i} i s t h e a s s o c i a t - e d form to gCx) then 
F 
9 
where F^ and F^ are forms associated to u(x) and vCx), 
respectively and 
r 
Zj = - I C r . t X j + l , j=0,l,. . . ,s~l with C0=-l, 
t = o 
e 
= - 2 Ba.nX. + n, i=0,l,...,r-l with B0=-l. 
n = 0 
Proof: For the brevity put 
al = ~ Ak-l > 1 * 1 * k > 
bn - " B s-n > 1 ^ n ^ s , 
c = - C , 1 £ m <1 r ín r - m * 
and let a = <x be a root of uCx). By C35 and C4) we have 
k k k 
z a = 2 St<«>Xt_t = 2 X t_ l 2 a,« 1" 1 = 
t =i t =i I=t 
k k 
= 2 X. , 2 2 c b a m + n " 1 = 
<6- t -l m n 
t =1 I =t m + n = t 
O^rn^r 
O^n^B 
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n - C t - m J _ y Xt 4 2 C b a 
t -1 m n 
t =1 m+n^l 
O^m^r 
t=l m=0 n=0 
n^t -m 
k o 
.n-Ct -rrO 
1 c 2 x, « 1 b a 
m t -- 1 n 
m = 0 l = m + 1 n = t -rn 
The last, equality follows from the fact that for t£m we have 
a o 
7 b ar,-t " m = a m _ t 2 b a n = a w - t u(a) = 0. 
n n 
n = I - rn n = 0 
Now, changing the order of summation and understanding u ^ x ) 
similarly as g(x) in C3) we obtain 
e s r r 
z = 5 a n~ p J c I X, = 
a n rn •*- t -1 
p = l n = p m = 0 t =rn + 1 
t -m=p 
2 u Ca) J c X ^ = p m p -1 
p = 1 m = 0 
2 2 ( ^ r -m^p-1 +mj ^ U 
p = i in — O p = 1 
Ca) Z „ p p-i 
Analogously for ß being a root of vCx) we obtain 
''ft = I vtC/» Y 
l=i 
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Without, loos of the generality we can assume that the roots 
of gCx) are » ct , . . . , cta , f3 , . . . , and that cx^  are the 
roots of uCx) and ß. of v(x). 
' J 
Now by the definition of F we have 9 
a r 
p
g(xo"-"xk-J - n n *ß « 
i=i tj=i j 
=
 Fu[Z0> - >Z8-J Fv(Y0> - >Yr-J 
what ends the proof. 
Theorem 3. 
If gCx) = g4Cx)...g^Cx) is a decomposition of g(x) on 
irreducible factors then 
<93 F s ( x o X ^ , ] » 
1 1 r v r 
where X.c j 3 are linear forms in . . . , X. and F are t O* ' k - 1 g ^ 
forms associated to g^ Cx) , irreducible over the rational 
field and conversely if 
Fg( X0>--- Xk.l] = Fl[ X0>- - X k - J - Fr[ X0'-- ' X Ic-J 
is a decomposition of F^ on irreducible factors then gCx) 
is decomposable on r irreducible factors g^Cx),...,g^Cx), 
say and F has the form C9). 
Proof: 
By Lemma 2 it is enough to prove that if 
F g [Xo> • * ' > X k - J = F i [Xo> • • ' >Xk-i]' Fa [Xo> • ' ' >Xk -i] 
with not constant F , F 2 then gCx) is reducible. 
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Suppose that, by above condition gCx5 is irreducible. 
Then g> CcO ß* 0 For any a. being a root- or gCx). Put. 
K 
:. = I (x - a j aj , 
where a^ are roots of gCx). First- of all we see that X^ 
has a form a.x + b. with rational a,b . Thus we have 
J J 
C10> (x) 
with not constant u and u l 2 
On the other hand we have 
F
,(*o>--" xic-i) - n J Si Ca )X, 4 t x. t -1 
But 
2 «t(<OHi>r - H i ) 2 c . K » - ' -
if 
if i = j = / 0 \ g> Ca. ) ( x - a . ) 
L I 
k k 
hence 
k 
t = i r = 1 
and from this it follows that 
k 
F
g( xo> — > x k - J - n [ * - < \ K h ] - a 
i=i 
with a rational A NU what common with CIO) gives a 
contradiction to the assumption on gCx> 
This contradiction completes the proof. 
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